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Abstract: In the vulnerability analysis of System on Chips, memory hierarchy is considered among the most valuable element to protect against information theft. Many first-order side-channel attacks have been reported on all its components from the main memory to the CPU registers. In this context, memory hierarchy encryption is widely used to ensure data confidentiality. Yet, this solution suffers from both memory and area overhead along with performance losses (timing delays), which is especially critical for cache memories that already occupy a large part of the spatial footprint of a processor. In this paper, we propose a secure and lightweight scheme to ensure the data confidentiality through the whole memory hierarchy. This is done by masking the data in cache memories with a lightweight mask generator that provides masks at each clock cycle without having to store them. Only 8-bit Initialization Vectors are stored for each mask value to enable further recomputation of the masks. The overall security of the masking scheme is assessed through a mutual information estimation that helped evaluate the minimum number of attack traces needed to succeed a profiling side-channel attack to 592 K traces in the attacking phase, which provides an acceptable security level in an analysis where an example of Signal to Noise Ratio of 0.02 is taken. The lightweight aspect of the generator has been confirmed by a hardware implementation that led to resource utilization of 400 LUTs.
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1. Introduction

The idea of Kocher of exploiting the power consumption of a circuit that implements an encryption algorithm to retrieve the key has given rise to extensive studies on the vulnerability of System on Chips to such attacks. Originally performed on hardware cryptosystems, their targets have been widened to leverage the leakage of micro architectural components such as ALUs, register banks [1,2], interconnect bus, on-chip memories [3], hence endangering the entire memory hierarchy and targeting different types of data. To face these threats, which undermine the confidentiality of data as they move from main memory to the CPU, one of the frequently used solutions remains the encryption of the memory hierarchy to break the link between the sensitive data and the recorded power consumption related to the data transfer. Encryption schemes induce timing and area overhead which make them not suitable for application processors when applied to cipher data in cache memories. Yet, these memories are vulnerable to first-order power side-channel attacks [4] and need to be protected. It becomes more critical to find low-impact solutions since caches are the most area-consuming components on the CPU and adding mechanisms to ensure data confidentiality against power-based side-channel attacks would lead to a significant overhead on the spatial footprint of the entire processor and increase the latency of the caches.

Boolean masking has been introduced as a countermeasure to break the dependency between the sensitive data processed and the side-channel information by adding randomly generated masks to the sensitive variable. It can be applied either on a software application or a hardware module. The randomness of the mask helps ensure that any leakage gathered...
by the adversary does not lead to direct recovery of the sensitive data. This solution has been widely studied and implemented in several consumer devices such as smartcards [5]. Instead of keeping encrypted data throughout the whole memory hierarchy, masking the data to be sent to the cache memory till the CPU registers could be a relevant alternative to continue ensuring data confidentiality. Applying a masking scheme in hardware requires some extra memory to store all the generated masks, which may be costly when applied to cache memories. It raises the challenge of generating mask values with low area, latency and memory overhead. In order to address this issue, we present in this paper a masking method for protecting data in cache memories against first-order side-channel attacks based on power consumption analysis. It relies on a lightweight mask generator, referred to as LightMaG, to provide a 64-bit mask value at each clock cycle using a lightweight cryptographic primitive (Subterranean 2.0 [6] in our case), ensuring a low area overhead. In this scheme, only an 8-bit Initialisation Vector (IV) is stored in the cache rather than the 64-bit mask. We also show how masking approach fits efficiently into a memory hierarchy protection mechanisms by dealing with the interface with the interconnect bus which provides encrypted data that is further decrypted and masked before being sent through the different cache memories up to the CPU registers which contain masked data and their masks with the goal of masking the execute stage of the CPU pipeline. A methodology to assess the security provided by the mask values and the required properties to achieve first-order side-channel security is also described in this paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the previous work related to our proposal and the main motivation of our work. It is followed by the attacker model definition in Section 3. Background on the masking countermeasure and security evaluation of masked implementations using mutual information (MI) is provided in Section 4. Section 5 shows the results of MI estimation on simulated side-channel traces and the security requirement for the definition mask generation in order to achieve first-order security. LightMag is described in Section 6, followed by some discussion on the use of the generator and some possible enhancement in Section 7. Then comes the conclusion of the paper.

2. Motivations and Related Work

Side-channel attacks can exploit microarchitectural leakage of modern SoCs to retrieve sensitive data at any stage of the memory hierarchy. Arsath et al. proposed a framework (PLAN) to identify leaking modules in a microprocessor [3] without even needing a physical chip, as it takes a pre-synthesized netlist as input. They reported leakage on the memory hierarchy (cache, registers, RAM) and even on the ALU and FPU of an open-source RISC-V processor (Shakti-C [7]). A first-order side-channel vulnerability has been reported on SRAM cells and embedded memories while recording their power consumption [8]. Many other leakage assessments and first-order attacks have been conducted on other parts of the memory hierarchy such as interconnect bus and CPU registers in order to reveal the Hamming weight of the data, Hamming distance between two data, and even the data value directly [1,9,10]. All these work rise the necessity of mitigating such attacks on the data during the transit in the memory hierarchy. This is mostly done by encrypting these data. Several approaches have been designed with the purpose of encrypting the data in the memory hierarchy while keeping in mind the need to reduce the impact of this encryption on the performance of the processor. There are, for example, the works of Unterluggauer et al. [11] and Yin et al. [12] where the content of the main memory is encrypted before being stored and decrypted when loaded by the processor. Wong et al. also proposed a design of a memory protection unit to ensure confidentiality and integrity of data on a RISC-V SoC [13]. They specifically encrypt communication in the L2 cache-DRAM traffic, assuming all the components between the L2 cache and the CPU to be in a secure world. As opposed to the previous propositions, their solution focuses on the security of the DRAM memory content, which does not take into account the security of the data in cache memories and registers. Arsath et al. designed PARAM [3], a power
attack resistant microprocessor. They protect all the leaking modules of the processor by encrypting the data and addresses using a 4-round Feistel structure, which leads to a lightweight solution compared to previous ones. To prevent the disclosure of the secret key through side-channel attacks, the authors use the frequent re-keying strategy implemented with a remapping unit. Despite the lightweight aspect of their solution which can cope with the limited resources available in cache memories, the remapping unit will increase the cache misses since the dirty lines of the cache are written back to the memory before changing the key. In addition to performance degradation, depending on the key refreshing frequency, an adversary can mount a template attack since the authors did not provide information on that frequency.

Considering all the studies mentioned above, the primary motivation behind our work is how to bring data securely from the main memory to CPU registers and to prevent data eavesdropping via side-channel attacks on the execute stage of the CPU by enabling secure execution of instructions in that stage. For this purpose, a simple datapath between the DRAM and the CPU is briefly illustrated in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Simple datapath from memory to registers.](image)

It is widely adopted in the literature that protecting such transfers can be done with encryption. Nonetheless, keeping encrypted data in cache memories (boxed in dotted lines in Figure 1) is more tricky than it seems. To do this, one needs to implement a module to decrypt the data upon a cache hit before sending it to the execute stage of the pipeline. This approach is time and area-consuming. To prevent this, boolean masking can help lighten the encryption in the cache memories. In practice, instead of sending encrypted data in the caches, we decrypt it at the output of the interconnect bus and mask it before sending it to the last level cache. At the output of the L1 cache, the masked data and the mask are sent to the registers. This provides inputs for the execute stage to process instructions on masked data. Figure 2 illustrates the described protection method which will be applied to a SoC embedding a 64 bit RISC-V CPU.

The main drawback in a masking scheme is the need to store the masks in order to be able to unmask the data. This inevitably leads to memory overhead and moreover a spatial overhead since we are dealing with caches. The manufacturing cost of a chip is directly proportional to the area size of the chip. Since caches occupy almost half of a CPU’s surface, storing the masks would generate an additional cost of about 50% of the manufacturing cost of the circuit. Here comes the need for a masking scheme in which the mask storage condition is relaxed. To tackle this problem, we propose LightMaG, a lightweight mask generator that can output 64-bit masks at each clock cycle using a lightweight cipher. With this generator, only 8-bit IVs are stored in the cache (instead of 64 bits). We hence reduce the memory and delay overheads and the lightweight cipher used helps keep a low area overhead on the overall spatial footprint of the CPU. Being aware of this, it is reasonable to wonder whether our masking solution will be able to protect the data in the caches from first-order power side-channel attacks. We address this concern in Section 5 with leakage estimations on simulated traces.
Beyond the design of a countermeasure, this paper presents a design methodology to help designers in the various implementation options they can make to secure their circuits. Despite the accuracy that could be provided by leakage assessment experimentations on an actual prototype, using simulated traces is more valuable since experimental results from a specific circuit are only valid for a single SNR value (single noise level) whereas simulation can be run on a wide range of SNR values allowing designers to estimate the security level they can achieve according to the noise level on their chip.

3. Attacker Model

Based on the vulnerabilities of memory hierarchy to first-order side-channel attacks described earlier, we defined the resources and information an attacker could target in the memory hierarchy of a RISC-V based SoC. We build our model on top of the Dolev-Yao attacker model [14], considering the attacker to be able to intercept or forge any message in the “non-protected world” of the SoC like depicted in Figure 3.

Invasive hardware attacks such as microprobing and Focused Ion Beams (FIB) on the CPU and caches are not considered in this attacker model. The possible attacks of the adversary are hence limited to first-order such as template attacks or CPA. Higher-order attacks are out of the scope of our analysis. The underlying Dolev-Yao model also allows us to assert that the attacker cannot perform cryptanalysis based on the mathematical construction of the cryptographic primitives used for the communication between the CPU and the main memory. We define the following attributes of the attacker:

**Figure 2.** Overview of protected memory hierarchy.

**Figure 3.** Protected vs unprotected parts against invasive attacks on the SoC.
• Knowledge of the architecture: the RISC-V ISA documentation is publicly available hence a good knowledge of the circuit’s (micro)architecture is expected since the implementation characteristics will also be available.

• Access to the chip: the attacker has:
  – **physical access**: power consumption and EM radiation of the circuit
  – **logical access**: registers, programming the CPU, I/Os, GPIOs.

• Main goal: retrieve any data in the memory hierarchy or at least their Hamming weight (HW) or Hamming distance (HD).

The relevance of this attacker model lies in the fact that various observation attacks have been demonstrated on all parts of the memory hierarchy. A template attack on the interconnection bus has made it possible to recover the HW of the data passing through it ([10]) and also the HW and HD of the data in a CPU register. Moreover, the possibility of directly retrieving the value of the data was demonstrated in that same work, with a probability of 0.96 for 200 attack traces and a residual enumeration complexity of $2^{132}$.

Cache memories vulnerability to first-order power analysis attack has been exhibited by Giterman et al. [8].

4. Background

4.1. Masking against Side-Channel Attacks

Side-channel attacks exploit the link between processed data and the corresponding observable physical quantity of a given device. Masking is part of countermeasures based on the adjustment of individual modules or the design datapath to improve security. It aims at removing that link by adding a random mask value to the actual data. Hence, all cryptographic operations are modified in order to process masked input data and return masked output data. In this context, an attacker has to analyze multiple time instants in the side-channel trace since the original data has been split into several parts. It can be more efficient than solutions such as secure logic styles in terms of overheads but is more case-specific and hardly applicable to other modules.

Two masking methods have been proposed by Messerges [15]: arithmetic masking and boolean masking. A mask $m$ is added to a given data $x$ of size $k$ to produce a masked data.

• **Arithmetic masking**: $x_m = (x - m) \mod 2^k$

• **Boolean masking**: $x_m = x \oplus m$

The cryptographic algorithm is no longer computed on the secret variable but on the two independent shares $x_m$ and $m$. Many masking schemes have been introduced such as Threshold implementation [16], Domain Oriented Masking [17], Unified Masking [18]... Instead of using only one random value (first-order masking), one can increase the number of masks to $d$ for example ($d + 1$ shares). The goal here is to protect against side-channel attacks that target the computation on several variables at a time. In this scheme, which is analogous to the $d$-probing secure circuit of Ishai et al. [19], an attacker that can record the instantaneous leakages of up to $d$ shares of the secret variable, cannot retrieve the sensitive information. Initially seen as an empirical solution, many efforts have been made to provide formal security proofs of masking [20,21].

There have been significant improvements since the original idea, both in higher-order masking [22,23], in attacking masked circuits [24] and in formal proofs of different masking schemes, whether at software level or hardware level. In the rest of this paper, when referring to masking, we imply first order boolean masking for hardware modules.

4.2. Evaluating the Security of Masked Implementation

When investigating the robustness of circuits to first-order side-channel attacks, leakage analysis methods are used to check whether any leaks could lead to an attack. These methods only shows the existence of leakage without proving whether that leakage is exploitable or not and how this can be done. Various tools have been developed for this purpose (TVLA [25], $t$-test [26], correlation test [27], mutual information analysis [28], etc.).
In the case of masked implementations, these tools are still applicable, but mutual information, which makes it possible to capture all kinds of dependencies between side-channel traces and sensitive data, is still the most relevant tool, unlike, for example, the correlation test, which only points out linear dependencies. The mutual information (MI) between two random variables is the amount of the information learned on one of them when observing the other. It has been introduced as a generic distinguisher to exploit all side-channel information available in a trace with respect to a given variable [28]. Besides using MI only for leakage assessment, it can be used to give theoretical requirement on the masks generation in order to get an overall secure masking scheme. This is shown by Grosso et al. when trying to find the impact of randomness on the performances of masking schemes [29]. They compute the MI on a masked AES S-box using different masks distribution and for different noise variances. They confirmed the need for uniform masks for an optimally secured masking scheme since it is well-known that uniform distribution lead to maximum entropy, which is desired in masks generation.

The topic of evaluation of secure implementations has always been of interest in the research community. The number of traces required for a successful attack has been widely adopted as a sound metric for evaluating such implementations. Given that mutual information is the most appropriate way to analyse the leakage of a masked implementation, the challenge now is to determine how many traces it will take to carry out a successful attack based on an MI analysis. This question has been answered by Cherisey et al. by linking the number of traces required to succeed an attack and the MI through an inequality [30] recalled in Equation (1). A recent work [31] recall the link provided in [30] and argue that it can be used for both low and high number of traces, which was not the case in the initial work.

\[
\frac{f(SR)}{MI} \leq N_{\text{traces}} \tag{1}
\]

In this inequality, \( f \) is a known, invertible, strictly increasing function defined in [30] and that depends on the success rate SR. The only parameter to estimate here is the mutual information. MI estimation techniques have been investigated (histogram method and kernel density estimation [32]) since the perspective of its use in the context of side channels has been stated. For our study, we used MINE [33], a neural network based MI estimation tool that has been proven by the authors to perform better than the classical methods, especially with higher dimension traces. MINE is fed with the simulated traces and the set of labels corresponding to the HW of the unmasked data. Like any neural network, a learning phase is necessary to allow the tool to increase its efficiency in the classification phase. As opposed to classical deep learning context where the network is trained for further predictions, the MI is obtained by evaluating the loss function which was proven to be up-bounded by the MI. In order to prevent overfitting, the input data is split into training data and validation data. The estimated MI is then the maximum value of the loss function on the validation data.

5. Security Requirement for Mask Generation

In [29], the authors focused only on the masks distribution and noise level to analyse the security of a masking scheme. To complement their analysis, we suggest that the security of a masked implementation depends on the number of traces needed to successfully attack it. To this end, we define the following security objective for a masked implementation: “The number of attack traces required to retrieve the unmasked data with a profiling attack has to be at least 10,000 traces”. Profiling attacks have been chosen because they are assumed to be the worst-case attack scenario for the attacked device. The threshold of 10,000 attack traces is due to the fact that most attacks published in the literature use less than 2000 traces for the attack phase, considering that it is difficult to obtain more exploitable traces on a circuit that is not under control by the adversary. Hence, setting a threshold of 10k traces allows for a reasonable security margin. We also set this threshold assuming that the attacker
can gather infinite number of traces on the profiling device, which is consistent with the principle of the attack.

Reaching this security goal is challenging if there is no substantial noise on the circuit, even if uniform masks are used. This shows the key role of noise as complementary approach to masking countermeasure. The goal of the experiments presented in this section is therefore to verify whether it is still possible to reach that objective with a biased mask distributions instead of uniform masks, and with what noise level this could be done. To do this, MI is estimated using MINE with simulated side-channel traces of masked implementation in which we vary the distribution of the masks and the noise level.

5.1. Generating Simulated Traces

Side-channel leakage based on power consumption is commonly modeled by the sum of a deterministic part related to the ongoing operation at the time of the measurement and a non-deterministic part considered as noise. This noise may be related to the measuring instrument or either to other ongoing operations that are not being targeted or to the operation of other components in the circuit. It is usually considered to be a realisation of a Gaussian variable with mean zero and standard deviation $\sigma$. According to this model, we simulate leakage traces for a sensitive variable $v$ with Equation (2).

$$L(v) = \psi(v) + \text{Noise}$$  (2)

The function that links the value of $v$ to the observed physical leakage, namely the leakage model, is represented in this equation by $\psi$. The traces are generated using 8-bit variables. Some random data are generated and “XORed” with the masks to obtain the masked data. We then construct traces containing two samples with the Hamming weight ($HW$) as leakage model ($\psi = HW$). The first sample represents the leakage of the mask and the second represents the leakage of the masked data. The standard deviation of the noise has been kept variable so that it allows us to study the influence of noise on the efficiency of masked implementations and also to evaluate the randomness properties of the masks.

5.2. Mutual Information Estimation

Depending on the type of distribution from which the masks come, a higher or lower MI can be obtained. In order to better understand this effect, we aim to characterize different masks distributions for 8-bit variables. MI is estimated between a side-channel record of a masked implementation and the target sensitive variable using simulated traces. Simulation enables the control and change of the masks generation algorithm to observe the resulting MI as a function of the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) which is linked to the noise level in the circuit. For this purpose, we defined two types of mask distributions.

- **Uniform masks**: They correspond to mask values generated uniformly over the $2^n$ possible values, where $n$ is the size of the mask.
- **biased mask-$x$**: A bias is introduced in the mask values distribution. That is, among all the possible values, we randomly pick $x$ values that will be used as masks. It means that the set of possible values has been reduced to those $x$ values, which will lead to more repetition of the masks.

Figure 4 explains the experimental process we have been through for the MI estimation. For each noise variance, we generate the masks according to a given distribution (uniform or biased) and we simulate the corresponding side-channel leakage as explained in Section 5.1. Then we compute the MI between the trace and the unmasked data using the HW leakage model. 1000 MI estimations per noise variance were ran to remove measurement fluctuations due to noise.
Figure 4. MI estimation process.

The simulations were done for different noise levels reflected in the SNR values. For a n-bit data and a noise variance $\sigma^2$, we compute the SNR with Equation (3).

$$SNR = \frac{n}{4\sigma^2}$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

For the biased masks, we used $x = 2, 4, 8, 16$. The result is depicted in Figure 5.

Figure 5. MI estimation for different noise and bias levels.

With a closer look at this figure, we can notice that for low noise levels, the MI is almost the same and quite high (around 1) whether the masks are biased or not. We can also see that in the presence of a high noise level (SNR between 0.01 and 0.1), the MI is significantly reduced for both uniform and biased masks. This highlights the soundness of masking when combined with noise [34]. Using the inequality (1), we can quickly realize that a potential attack would need at least 10k attack traces to succeed if biased masks are used (biased mask-16 and biased mask-8) on a device where the SNR is $10^{-2}$. From these results, we can now define the architecture of a mask generator while keeping in mind that even if the output masks are biased, the security goal is still reachable.

6. The Lightweight Mask Generator (LightMaG)

In order to provide a secure masking scheme that meets the performance and area requirements associated with caches, the security and architectural constraints that any mask generator should satisfy are defined hereafter.

- **Security constraint**: the generated masks have to enable the protection of the masking scheme against an attacker with up to 10,000 attack traces.
• **Architectural constraints:**
  
  - The mask generator must have a low area footprint since it is intended to be implemented near the cache memories.
  - A new mask has to be available at each clock cycle.
  - It must be possible to recalculate the masks as needed.

  In order to respect the security constraint, a TRNG would do the job as it will produce uniform masks that will require less noise than biased masks to respect our constraint. However, this solution does not respect the architectural constraint concerning the on-demand reproducibility of masks unless they are stored, which would double the size of the cache memory and thus be unacceptable to us due to area constraint. The experiments conducted in Section 5 have proven that depending on the bias, a low MI can be obtained if there is enough noise on the SoC where the generator is implemented and hence, satisfy the security requirement. Our goal then is to define a mask generator that complies with the architectural constraint while having the right bias level to also comply with the security requirement. To do this, we build our generator on top of the round function of a lightweight cryptographic primitive, Subterranean 2.0. Subterranean ranked first in hardware benchmarking either on FPGA [35] or ASIC [36] in terms of spatial footprint and speed compared to other lightweight ciphers submitted to NIST LWC competition [37]. Those results motivate the architectural choice we made for the underlying primitive of the generator. In addition to the lightweight aspect, its cryptographic properties helps ensure the ability to reproduce the masks when needed without storing the whole masks but only some input parameters. Depending on the inputs of the mask generator, the bias level in the output masks will be more or less high. In the following, we give a detailed description of the generator, starting with Subterranean round function which is the starting block of the generator. This is followed by a security evaluation of the produced masks in a worst case scenario.

### 6.1. Subterranean Round Function as Starting Block

The round function \( R \) of Subterranean applies a four-step transformation on a state of size 257 bits: \( R = \pi \circ \theta \circ \iota \circ \chi \). Let \( S \) denote the state and \( S_i \) the \( i \)th bit of \( S \) (\( 0 \leq i \leq 256 \)). The four steps are defined as follows.

- \( \chi: S_i \leftarrow S_i + (S_{i+1} + 1).S_{i+2} \)
- \( \iota: S_i \leftarrow S_i + \delta_i; \delta_i = 1 \) for \( i = 0 \), \( 0 \) otherwise
- \( \theta: S_i \leftarrow S_i + S_{i+3} + S_{i+3} \)
- \( \pi: S_i \leftarrow S_{12i} \)

The authenticated encryption scheme of Subterranean invokes this round function multiple times after absorbing the encryption key, the associated data, the nonce, and the message. Although the limited spatial footprint of the whole algorithm demonstrated by Mohajerani et al. [35] (891 LUTs), we chose to apply only a couple of rounds on a predefined state in order to keep a very low area and latency overhead. A trade-off has been made between the number of rounds to use to meet the architectural requirements and the achievable security and we came up to two rounds. This choice is argued later in this section with the security analysis of the produced masks.

In the original submission, the authors defined an absorption function that injects 33 bits into the state and an extraction function that extracts 32 bits of the state. To meet our need to have 64-bit masks, we changed the structure of these functions to absorb (respectively extract) 128 bits instead of 33 bits (respectively 32 bits). Extracting 128 bits will help mask the 64-bit data and an optional 64-bit integrity tag to ensure both confidentiality and integrity of the data in the caches.

### 6.2. Architecture of LightMaG

The architecture of the proposed mask generator is shown in Figure 6.
This generator is intended to be used for masking the content of cache memories. Therefore, we use some attributes of the data as inputs of the generator. The state is initialized with:

- A 128-bit key $K$,
- An 8-bit $IV$,
- The address of the data to mask/unmask,
- An Address Space Identifier (ASID): assigned by the Operating System (OS) to each process to distinguish its virtual address space from that of other processes (to avoid flushing the TLBs upon a context switch). This identifier is used in both ARM and RISC-V architectures.
- A Pointer identifier ($Ptr_{id}$) that allows making countermeasures against temporal and spatial memory vulnerabilities [38]

\[
State \leftarrow K||ASID||IV||Ptr_{id}||address||0^{16}||1^{16}
\]  

(4)

The 256 LSB bits of the initial state are permuted by the mean of DES permutation according to the scheme in Figure 7 before applying the first round.

**Figure 6.** Architecture of LightMaG.

**Figure 7.** Permutation of initial state.
At the output of the first round, a 128-bit block is absorbed using the modified absorption function previously defined. The composition of the absorbed block is given by Equation (5) where @\((48)\) denotes the 48 LSB bits of the address.

\[
\text{Absorbed block} \leftarrow \text{Ptr}_\text{id} || \text{IV} || \text{Perm}_\text{DES} (\text{Ptr}_\text{id} || \text{IV} || @\((48)\)) \quad (5)
\]

The resulting state is then sent into the second round of Subterranean. Two masks \((2 \times 64 \text{ bits})\) are extracted after the second round. These will be used to mask the data in the cache memories.

The structure of the initial state and the permutation performed on it, as well as the structure of the absorbed block, ensure that the masks produced are consequently variable, as can be seen in Figure 8 which shows the cumulative distribution functions of each byte of the masks (Mask 1). Here we can observe distribution functions that approach the one of uniform distribution. The same behaviour is observed in the distribution of the other 64 bits (Mask 2).

![Figure 8. Cumulative distribution function of the mask values.](image)

6.3. Security Evaluation of LightMaG Masks

After defining the architecture of the mask generator, an evaluation is imperative to check the compliance of LightMaG masks to the security requirement previously defined. Therefore, we compute MI values obtained with these masks and uniform masks for different noise levels (represented here by the SNR), again using simulated traces with HW leakage model. In order to generate the masks for the simulation, we set a fixed value (randomly chosen) for all the parameters of the initial state (address, key, Ptr_id, ASID) except the IV which is incremented between each computation. In this configuration, we will have only 256 different masks out of the \(2^{64}\) possible masks meaning that we have highly biased masks. Figure 9 shows the MI as a function of the SNR.
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Figure 9. Comparing MIs: Uniform vs. LightMaG masks.

Masks provided by LightMaG led to higher MI than those coming from a uniform distribution, even for higher noise levels (lower SNR). This is understandable since our generator does not claim to be a TRNG. The security requirement specifies the minimum number of attack traces from which we can argue that the produced masks lead to first-order secure masking scheme. Using inequality (1), we compute this number for different success rates and a fixed MI. The results are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Number of traces needed to for different success rates. MI set to $10^{-5}$ (SNR = 0.02). Data are masked with LightMaG masks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SR</th>
<th>0.80</th>
<th>0.90</th>
<th>0.95</th>
<th>0.99</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$f(SR)$</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>5.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Min}(N_{\text{traces}})$</td>
<td>448,000</td>
<td>525,000</td>
<td>562,000</td>
<td>592,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We choose the MI corresponding to a SNR of 0.02 as example, which is consistent with the SNR values observed on consumer application processors [39]. Figure 10 illustrates the SNR computed on an ARMv7 platform embedding a Cortex-A7 dual-core which is an application processor able to run an embedded linux.

Figure 10. SNR on ARMv7 platform with Cortex-A7 dual core.

The results in Table 1 show that an attacker needs at least 592 K attack traces to get a 99% success rate to retrieve the unmasked data using a profiled side-channel attack such
as a template attack. This assumes that the attacker has an infinite number of traces in the profiling phase to build perfect profiles. These results show that our mask generator satisfies the security requirement if the SNR on the chip is 0.02, meaning that it provides better security than unprotected systems where less than 10K attack traces are needed to retrieve the secret information. We recall that the value of 0.02 is not set here as a threshold but is the typical SNR observed on SoCs intended for IoT systems for examples. Table 1 can as well be computed for other values of SNR using inequality (1). Since our goal is to provide designers with a range of SNR in which our proposal lead to first-order secure cache memories, we first estimate the maximum MI an attacker can obtain with 10K traces (with (1)) and then derive the upper-bound on the SNR from the results depicted in Figure 9. This led to a maximum MI of $5.92 \times 10^{-4}$ and a maximum SNR of 0.05 for a success rate of 99%. Hence, our solution can ensure security of circuits with SNR lower than 0.05 against first-order side-channel attack on the caches. That being said, the typical SNR on application processors has been shown to be mostly of 0.02 which is less than 0.05.

6.4. Hardware Implementation and Performance Analysis

The masking generator has been implemented on Xilinx Kintex-7 FPGA of the Digilent Genesys 2 board in order to confirm the lightweight aspect that is claimed. The design has been synthesized using default Vivado settings. The implementation part has been done using the “remap_LUT” option which enables a combination of LUTs in order to reduce the area. The resulting resource utilization report shows 400 LUTs (6-input LUTs) used for a max frequency of 150 MHz. The original design of the CVA6, a 64-bit RISC-V SoC [40] used 66,510 LUTs [41]. Accordingly, the ratio between the resource utilization of LightMaG and that of the CVA6 leads to an overhead of 0.6%. The running frequency also implies that the generator will not be on the critical path if integrated on CVA6 processor that runs at 50 MHz. The performance of the SoC being quite dependent on the latency of the caches, we can ensure that our generator will not degrade the performance of the cache since it can produce the masks in one clock cycle. In addition, the generator can run in parallel which makes it transparent to the cache in terms of latency. On the other side, encrypting/decrypting 64-bit data in cache memory using the same cryptographic primitive (the whole Subterranean algorithm) requires 10 clock cycles. This means that a 10-cycle delay is added upon each load operation from the CPU whereas only 2 cycles are needed to get masked data. It also shows performance gain of masking solution compared to classical encryption of data in cache memories. These results allow us to confirm the lightweight and fast mask generation aspects of LightMaG.

7. Discussion and Perspectives

The mask generator proposed in this paper is meant to be used in a constrained environment where the available area and memory are limited and there is a need for fast masks generation. Many application processors designers are quite hesitant to implement masking solutions because of the area and memory overhead introduced by the need for fresh randomness. This is less the case for smartcards where the masking solution is more implemented [5]. The ability of LightMaG to avoid storing whole masks would be of great help in reducing the costs of memory expansion on the circuit.

The MI estimations realized in Section 6.3 gave an idea of the expected number of traces to reach a given success rate when trying to retrieve the unmasked data from a power consumption record containing the leakage of the masked data and the mask itself. More significantly, it allowed to establish an SNR range in which our solution leads to better security than unprotected devices. Let’s assume that before trying to retrieve the unmasked data, an attacker targets first the mask generator itself in order to find the secret key used to generate the masks. The inputs of the generator are the key, ASID, address of the data to mask, the pointer Id, and the IV. The address, ASID, and pointer Id are publicly available and known to the attacker. The only unknown information is the IV and the key. A potential attack scenario would be to repetitively send the same data at the same
physical address and collect the power consumption traces of the circuit to first detect when
the masks are being computed (which is not so obvious) and then perform a Correlation
Power Analysis (CPA) or Mutual Information Analysis (MIA). A template attack would
not be feasible because it assumes that the attacker has at disposal a fully controllable
circuit, which cannot hold. After all, the key used by the generator is not provided by
the software so it cannot be modified by a user. To succeed in his attack, he will need to
find the IV and the key. This adds more complexity in the computation since the security
complexity is not only $2^{128}$ but $2^{128+8}$ due to the 8-bit IV that is unknown. Yet, a divide and conquer
approach can help lower the latter complexity and make the CPA attack feasible. In
such circumstances, a re-keying strategy [42] can make the attack more difficult. The key
replacement can be done either after flushing all the data of the process or as soon as there
is a collision of ASIDs since the OS flushes the data of all processes before assigning a new
ASID when a collision occurs.

The choice of using two rounds of subterranean allowed us to generate the masks
in one cycle while having a low spatial occupation. We could try to increase the number
of rounds (say to 3 or 4) to have a lower MI but in this case, more than one cycle will be
necessary to generate the masks plus a larger size of the generator, which does not respect
the defined architectural constraints.

Regarding the security provided by the masks, it is worth recalling that for the simula-
tion ran in Section 6.3, all parameters forming the initial state have been fixed except the IV
that increments from one trace to another. Our simulation thus illustrates the worst case
because expecting a CPU to make reads and writes at the same address is not realistic. We
believe that a real-world scenario with changing parameters will result in MI values that
are closer to the ones from uniform masks. We also recall that according to the memory
protection architecture illustrated in Figure 2, there will be at least two implementations of
LightMaG, one near the CPU and the second near the last level cache. The two modules
will certainly handle different data at the same time (and different input parameters also),
increasing the overall noise in the circuit. This has the benefit of hardening potential
side-channel attacks on the mask generator. Ongoing work focuses on conducting such
experimentation with a hardware implementation of the module and side-channel traces
from the actual device.

In case one wants to get rid of the IV, replacing it with some attribute of the data to
mask (e.g., integrity bits from ECC memories) could be an alternative. Yet, while using
this method, we need to have in mind that the same data will always be masked with
the same mask, enabling a possible template attack on the generator, unless the key is
changed frequently. This will also reduce the security complexity to that of the key only.
Nonetheless, there is no memory overhead with this solution because there is no IV to be
stored anymore. The well-known tradeoff between security and performance shows up
here and the designers will have to choose to keep the IV and have better security and
some memory overhead or replace it with integrity bits that will not be stored and lose
some security for the sake of performance. Another tradeoff has to be made on the desired
bias level in the masks. In our simulation scenario, the bias level is directly induced by
the IV. One could think of increasing the size of the IV to reduce the bias but this would
necessitate to store more than 8-bit variables for every 64-bit data in the caches. In the end,
this choice also has to be done by the designers between performances and security.

8. Conclusions

Masking countermeasure is widely adopted as a solution against side-channel attacks.
In this paper, our main concern is to ensure data confidentiality in the memory hierarchy
by providing a fast mask generation mechanism to avoid carrying encrypted data in cache
memories while keeping their content protected against first-order side-channel attacks.
The data are encrypted on the interconnect bus, decrypted and masked before entering the
caches, and stay masked up to the CPU where computations could be done on masked data.
After finding that biased masks distribution could also contribute to a secure masking scheme if there is enough noise on the chip, we presented our lightweight mask generator and a security analysis of the masks produced by LightMaG compared to uniform masks. The results show a gap between the MIs obtained from the two methods but the work of Cherysey et al. [30] allow us to assess that a potential attacker will need at least 592 K attack traces to get 99% chances to retrieve the unmasked data on a chip with a SNR of 0.02, which is a large number of traces. Beyond this, although the relevance of the security analysis given for an SNR of 0.02, we primarily intended to provide designers with a range of SNR (SNR ≤ 0.05) in which our solution fits better their needs both in terms of security and performances.

The advantage of the solution lies in the reduced area overhead (only two rounds of Subterranean resulting in 400 LUTs after design implementation on FPGA) and the fact that no mask will be stored for further unmasking except the 8-bit IV. We also gave some insights on the possible use of LightMaG to lighten a memory hierarchy encryption mechanism. This generator is intended to motivate hardware designers to implement masking countermeasure in their SoCs. Integrating the mask generation module in a complete SoC design and run experimentations on a real ASIC circuit is the focus of our next work.
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